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About This Game

FIREFIGHT RELOADED is a Half-Life 2 modification which
combines fast-paced, horde mode gameplay with gameplay features and customization from other Source modifications such as

SMOD.

Fast-paced gameplay similar to old school FPS games.

Blends in gameplay elements inspired by other Source mods, like kicking, aiming down sights, bullettime and more.

Players can customize almost everything about the game, from changing how enemy spawners work to how much speed
the player walks at.

Endless horde mode-style gameplay.

Fight vicious enemies from the past, present and future such as Bullsquids, Houndeyes, Hunters, the Cremator and the
Combine Female Assassin, along with new encounters such as the Combine Ace.
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A variety of weapons from a Crowbar to a OICW, along with the ability to add in up to 30 custom weapons.

A in-game store that allows you to buy weapons, ammo, and supplies with in-game currency that you get by killing
hordes of enemies.

A brutal gore system that allows you to shred enemies with your Shotgun and RPG.

A whole host of add-ons and custom content created by other players on the Steam Workshop.

Multiplayer Co-Op (Alpha) with up to 6 players.

Free regular updates which add new content and features to the mod.

Players can optionally switch to older versions of the mod with the "unsupported" beta branch.

Open Source! More info here: https://gitlab.com/Cobalt-57/FIREFIGHT-RELOADED-src-sdk-2013
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Title: FIREFIGHT RELOADED
Genre: Action, Casual, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Bitl
Publisher:
Cobalt-57
Release Date: 7 Jun, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3/Vista/7/8/8.1/10 (32/64-bit)

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 OR AMD Athlon Processor (2.0 GHz or better)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 8.1 level Graphics Card (requires support for SSE)

DirectX: Version 8.1

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 6 GB available space

Additional Notes: May severely lag on low-end PCs due to the amount of enemies on-screen.

English,Russian
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firefight reloaded. firefight reloaded cheats. firefight reloaded servers. firefight reloaded multiplayer. firefight reloaded max
level. firefight reloaded crashes

I do think that this is a great mod but it's just to buggy and the gameplay macanics aren't good enough. So Other people might
think this is good but overall it's just not that fun.. This game is awesome, its a fun and challenging arena shooter. Add more
maps, and maybe a campaign with special NPCs, bosses, and friendlies. Crashes frequently :( . PLEASE ADD THIS!. All I can
say is Fun! Excellent Mod for HL2

Thank you for making this.. All I do is turn on god mode and ♥♥♥♥ around until my game crashes... and its pretty fun..
Firefight Reloaded is a small Half Life 2 mod that is basically a type of horde survival mode played out on Half Life 2 Death
Match maps. Currently the game is only singleplayer. There is not much else to Firefight Reloaded honestly, its simple, small
and to the point, but still manages to be enjoyable. I would recommend it to anyone who is a a fan of Half Life mods.. This Is
Awesome Mod For this like a survival coop and something else !. Good At First Then The GUI Goes Away Then Every Time u
Loud Up The Game u Need To Get The GUI Back it sucks
. Take HL2 + a littel bit off cs:s give it a auto bhop and horde mode new enemies or old from the beta of hl2 + arena games like
unreal,quake,doom, if you like this stuff then this game is for you. I've just played only a half hour or so and this is
AWESOME......sooooo fun. But it keeps crashing like crazy. Probably a good thing....since I would get sucked in and play for
hours and hours (and thus ruin my productivity). But on the other hand....it keeps me from playing it much. Third time crashing
in that half hour and I'm done for awhile.. It's a good game, but it crashes a lot. There are some changes I wish they would make:

1. Give the AR2 it's red colors back.
2. Replace the pistol model with the one from Half-Life: 2.
3. Make it so zombies only lose their headcrabs when they are killed.
4. Stop Houndeyes and Alien Grunts from fighting with each other.
5. Give Alien Grunts 120 health and increase the damage hornets do from 4 to 5 or 6.
6. Increase the damage Combine soldiers do with their guns.
7. Lower the MP5 damage from 10 to 8 and have it share ammo with the pistol.
8. Lower the damage the M249 does.
9. Lower the health and damage of Houndeyes.
10. Give more options like choosing which enemies spawn.
11. Change the MP5 model to an MP5K.
12. Make it harder to gib Combine soldiers and let players gib rebels.
13. Give an option to disable NPC spawning in certain areas of the maps.
14. Let players have friendly allies in singleplayer.
15. Improve the reload animation for the flare gun.
16. Lower the magazine size of the OICW from 60 to 30.
17. Add the AK47/AKM from Half-Life: 2 Beta.
18. (I'm still looking for things about this awesome game that could be improved to make it more awesome)

Still a great game :D
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awesome game. its awesome. WEAPON SELECTION
[ ] What's a weapon?
[ ] Standard selection.
[ ] Standard HALF-LIFE selection.
[X] Incredible weapon count!
[ ] ok please stop now.
IS THIS A GOOD THING? / EXTRA NOTES: In the case of this game, a large count of weapons is done VERY well, and fits
with the game. You can expect to see weapons from HL1, HL2, and the HL2 Beta. There is also a katana, which is by far my
favorite melee weapon in the game. If you feel like it, you can even kick enemies.

MAP SELECTION
[ ] Horrible map(s).
[ ] Pretty good maps!
[?] HALF-LIFE quality!
[ ] Puzzle and platforming perfection!!
[ ] too much. too much. too much.
IS THIS A GOOD THING? / EXTRA NOTES: As of now, this game does not have any original maps. All of them are from
HL2:DM, but that is perfectly fine for what the game is. The lack of new maps here is in no way an issue.

ENEMY TYPES
[ ] Less than base.
[ ] Base enemies.
[X] Extra enemies!
IS THIS A GOOD THING? / EXTRA NOTES: This game contains enemies from HL1, HL2, and the HL2 Beta. It's really fun
to get to fight against to many enemy varieties at once. The Beta enemies are not unbalanced, and fit very well with the
gameplay.

MOBILITY
[ ] Somehow less movement options...
[ ] Standard movement options.
[X] Extra movement abilities!
[ ] mostly useless new options.
IS THIS A GOOD THING? / EXTRA NOTES: FIREFIGHT RELOADED equips you with a double jump and a jetpack. If you
put in the effort to get skilled with these new movement abilities, you can put b-hopping to shame with the incredible speed and
accuracy you can move with!

STORY
[X] No Story.
[ ] Story.
IS THIS A GOOD THING? / EXTRA NOTES: I feel that this game does not need a story. Running around, killing things, and
getting overpowered is good enough for me.

- - - - -

FINAL NOTES AND COMMENTS
This is a VERY good mod, but it is not for everyone. The game is closer to an RPG or a Hack N Slash than the standard formula
of HALF-LIFE. If you like HALF-LIFE and either of those game genres, PLEASE try out this mod.
A lot of other reviewers are saying the game is bad because it crashes all the time, but it is a very easy fix. Just go into the
advanced options, lower the max enemy count, and have fun!. 7.5/10
Okay Anger Management Game.. The closest thing to an SMOD Steam release we'll probably ever get.
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